Part one of two parts:

“B

usiness identity theft is a
very real concern in today’s marketplace,” says
Steve Cox, CEO and president of the
Council of Better Business Bureaus.
“From a criminal’s perspective, it is
significantly more cost-effective to
identities.”
But why is it so cost-effective for
thieves? First, a company’s data is
easier to obtain than an individual’s.
Our public filing system gives up all
the corporate information crooks need
is all online. Secretaries of State maintain corporate records that include
name, FEIN, company and officer addresses, annual reports and copies of
all relevant filings. These easily accessible records can be compared to an
individual’s Social Security number,
date of birth and home address. There
they are – ripe for the picking.
accounts and high credit terms. Large
purchases with flexible terms are the
norm. This results in a target rich environment and the criminals get it.
Furthermore, business operates for

whom we deal
and expect fair
dealing back
from them. We
bill a client or
customer for
our service or
product and
expect payment in a reasonable time
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period, usually
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30 to 90 days.
Again,
this
trusting environment helps the bad guys
as it leaves a vulnerable time frame in
which they can conduct their “business”
and make a clean getaway.
Modern business is committed to
technology. A business today simply
cannot compete without being computerized. Instant communication of
proprietary data and its storage is an absolute necessity, making for increased
vulnerability. But the cost of adequate
security measures preclude most small
businesses from investing in suitable
cyber-intrusion protection.
In short, businesses represent “a fox
tity thieves. 		
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Congress to resolve the impending insolvency of the federal Highway Trust
Fund, and to pass a long term federal
transportation authorization bill.
Chambers of commerce know infrastructure investment is an important
economic issue. Without a sustainable source of funding, the federal
Highway Trust Fund will be in a deep
deficit that will require major cuts, or

...infrastructure investment is
an important economic issue
-

– David B. Watts is a Florida licensed
private investigator based in Lee
County and Central New Jersey. He is
a Certified Identity Theft Investigator,
Certified Fraud Examiner and Certi-
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T

he Bonita Springs Area Chamber of Commerce joined more
than 250 local, regional and

potential halts, in highway and transit
projects which would jeopardize much
needed economic and job growth in
our cities and regions
“We know a reliable and resilient
transportation network is vital to the
economy,” said Christine Ross, president and CEO of the Bonita Chamber.
“We need a sustainable source of funding to create an infrastructure that is
safe and will keep this country moving
forward.”
Read the Chambers for U.S. Infrastructure Investment letter to Congress
at: acce.org/transportation.
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Attorney Lile Discusses Ethnical Issues with Young Lawyers

L

aird A. Lile, a board-certified
wills, trusts and estates attorney in Naples, recently addressed the Young Lawyers Division
of the Collier County Bar Association
(CCBA) on the topic “Ethical Issues
for the Office Practitioner (with a
dose of E-Considerations),” as part of
CCBA’s continuing legal education
program.
Lile’s presentation addressed specific Florida Rules of Professional
Conduct, issues of confidentiality in
joint representation of clients, and
ethical issues involved in communicating with third parties (non-clients)

who may or may not be represented
by an attorney. The discussion also included the strict compliance requirements of Florida’s electronic filing of
documents with the court system and
other attorneys and parties to a legal
matter.
Lile was appointed in 2013 by the
chief justice to a second three-year
term on the Supreme Court’s Florida Courts Technology Commission,
which is overseeing the technological overhaul of the state’s courts. He
recently was appointed by Gov. Rick
Scott to the Second District Court of
Appeal Judicial Nominating Com-

mission and elected vice chair by his
fellow commissioners.
Lile is past chair of the Bar’s
9,000-member Real Property, Probate & Trust Law Section. An elected
member of the Board of Regents, past
state chair and a fellow in the American College of Trust and Estate Counsel, Lile has been included in Woodward/White’s “The Best Lawyers in
America” for 20 consecutive years.
He is recognized as one of Florida’s
100 Top Super Lawyers and was
named to Florida Trend’s Legal Elite
Hall of Fame in 2011.
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Selling your business is our business

2002
For All Your Commercial Real Estate Needs

Buyers are looking for profitable businesses to purchase
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Call now for a private discussion about the marketability
of your business and how we can help.

(239) 433-1343
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Randy Krise & Krise Commercial Group
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